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The Original:
"Another hat of Leens is present in the collection of the National Museum of Antiquities.  This
so-called pillbox cap bears great resemblance to examples from the twelfth to fifteenth century
found in Greenland (Østergård 2004, 219-220).  The hat was constructed from several pieces of
the same diamond twill (thread count 12x13/cm) woven with fine threads but with many faults in
the diamond pattern.  It seems that the edges of the different parts of the hat were firstly folded
double and secured with blanket stitches to prevent fraying.  Subsequently, the parts were sewn
together using a decorative stitch (fig 27a).  The hem of the hat is decoratively stitched through
with a row of running stitches." (Brandenburgh, 68).

The Materials:
A color was not listed for the reference hat and I could find no indication of it having ever been
tested for either natural pigment in the wool or dye.  However, another hat from nearby Oostrum
within the same date range was recorded as being made of light red, salmon, or peach fabric
with needlework in a deep, dull red; the pigment present in the fabric and the needlework being
both from Rubia Tinctorum L., or madder (Brandenburgh, 55).  Additionally, reds from dyer's
madder, blue from woad and yellow from weld have all been documented to this region of the
northern Netherlands since at least the Early Middle Ages (Brandenburgh, 54).

I began by mordanting 100g of fingering weight wool and 15g of silk thread with an alum
solution  at 7% weight of goods.  155 grams of dried madder roots were placed in a steel dyepot
with water to cover and simmered gently for one hour.  The plant matter was then strained off



and the dye returned to the dye pot and the mordanted materials added.  A low heat was
maintained for an hour and then the bath was left to cool with the lid slightly ajar.  These threads
made up the fabric warp, the threads used in the blanket stitch,  and the threads used in the
decorative stitching to secure the pieces together.  (Madder 1)

I then mordanted 160 grams wool fingering weight yarn and 15 grams silk thread in a 7% alum
solution,  but in a cast iron pot.  The cast iron added iron to the mordant, "saddening" the
eventual colors.  These materials were added to the original dyepot to exhaust the dyebath,
held at low heat for one hour and then left to cool overnight in a covered pot.   The wool from
this batch was used as the weft thread in the fabric.  (Madder 1.1)

While the fabric in this period of the Netherlands would have been woven on a warp weighted or
upright two beam loom,  mobility issues and space limitations restrict me to a rigid heddle loom.
I used a 10" Ashford loom with double 12.5 dent heddles.  I chose this heddle weight to achieve
a balanced weave with my weight of yarn- for future projects, I think 15 dent heddles would
create a more pronounced diamond twill pattern and achieve a threads per centimeter rate in
the finished fabric that would be closer to the original.

Brandenburgh shows the breakdown of the fineness of fabrics found in the northern
Netherlands in period,  by location and type.   While my fabric would be considered coarse for a
diamond twill,  examples do exist with similar thread counts.



There is no indication that the original hat used different colors in the warp and the weft but the
photographs of the item do seem to suggest that as a possibility.  I chose to use two shades of
red to allow the diamond pattern in the twill to be more visible,  both for my own ease of weaving
as I was unfamiliar with the pattern and for the final finished aesthetic.  The warping instructions
and weaving pattern breakdown from Hens-n-Chicks Fiber Arts on YouTube were incredibly
helpful during this process.



During the weaving process, I realized that I had not been packing the weft tightly enough for
about a foot and a half in weaving.  Unfortunately, this definitely created a difference in the
middle of the finished fabric that needed to be worked around during the hat construction.

Once the fabric was complete,  it was cut from the loom.  I attempted to slightly full the finished
fabric by hand in hot water with gentle soap.   This helped to tighten the weave in the finished
fabric,  but did not completely negate the differences in the weave between different areas of the
fabric.   I then hung the fabric to dry before smoothing with a glass smoothing stone.



My husband served as the model for the finished project,  as it will ultimately go to him upon
completion.  Using guidance from www.vikinghistory.com and their corresponding YouTube
video,  I took measurements of the circumference of his head and then used that measurement
to create the rounded top.   I made the hat longer than it was wide to create the oval shape of
the original.  After a mockup was made and the fit ensured, I cut into the woven fabric.
Because of the variation in the weave,  my hat has two separate pieces for the band instead of
one single piece.  This allowed me to make sure that there was no variation visible throughout
the band.  I also did not need to cut the crown into two pieces,  given the width of my fabric,  so I
only used a single piece to make best use of fabric.

Brandenburgh’s images depicting the stitches used on the outside (left) and inside (right) of the
hat.



As with the original,  the edges of all the pieces were first folded double and secured with a
blanket stitch.  Brandenburgh does not indicate what material the thread was made of.  I did not
have wool thread fine enough for this,  but did have some silk thread that I had dyed at the
same time as my wool yarns.  I used a bone needle to secure all edges except the selvedge
edge, which I used as the hat band hem.  Once the edges were secure, the pieces were joined
using a "raised plait stitch" (Brandenburgh, 74).



Diagram of decorative plait stitch used to join pieces



It was a fairly lengthy trial and error, but I feel the end result is comparable to the original.  I
used the same red wool as the warp to create the decorative stitching and the hem, which was
turned up once and secured with a running stitch.

Finishing Notes
I learned a great deal during this project.  While I spin and dye wool on a daily basis for my
mundane job,  this was my first venture into plant dyeing.  This was also my first attempt at a
diamond twill on my rigid heddle loom as I had previously only woven a basic tabby.  Finally, I
had never attempted this type of construction method before and the decorative stitch used was
completely new to me.
In future projects, I would like to use smaller dent heddles for a finer weave with more
appropriate threads per centimeter.  I would like to compare a  finished fabric without the
variation in color between the warp and weft.  I would also take more care in consistent beating
of the weft to ensure a more even weave.  However,  I enjoy the finished project and hope it will
get a good amount of use in the years to come.



Decision Making Matrix

Construction
Detail

In Period In Project Reasoning Citation

Color of fabric/
needlework

Extant example
does not list
color

Shades of red
dyed with
madder

Madder red
examples in
similar garments
from this region
and period

Brandenburgh,
55

Yarn Used for
Warp/Weft

Handspun wool
from hairy
medium type
breed native to
Netherlands
during period

Commercially
spun 100% wool

I did not have
any of my
handspun wool
in a similar
breed type
available at the
time of this
project.

Brandenburgh,
51

Loom used for
construction

Warp- weighted
or two beam
upright

Rigid heddle
with double
heddles

Space and
mobility
limtations

Brandenburgh,
57

Threads per cm 12x13/cm 6x3/cm Yarn weight and
rigid heddle
reeds available

Brandenburgh,
68

Hat pattern One piece for
band and 2 for
crown

2 pieces for
band and 1 for
crown

Allowed me to
make best use
of fabric
available

Brandenburgh,
68

Separate colors
in warp/weft

Unknown Darker red for
warp, lighter for
weft

Allowed me to
see the pattern
as I was
weaving,
created a
preferred
aesthetic for
finished garment

Brandenburgh,
68
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